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A B S T R A C T   

High temperature oxidation of additively manufactured (Laser-powder bed fusion) IN939 (AM IN939) was 
studied at 900◦C in dry air for 168 hours. AM IN939 cut parallel/perpendicular to the building direction, 
including conventionally manufactured (CM) IN939 were exposed to assess the influence of AM microstructure 
and its inherent anisotropy on oxidation properties. Microstructural anisotropy had no significant impact on 
oxidation properties. AM and CM IN939 exhibited nearly identical mass gains, yet local spallation was observed 
in the former. Further investigation involved oxidation of heat-treated AM IN939, revealing improved adhesion, 
possibly due to transformation of fine dendritic/cellular structure into coarse equiaxed grains.   

1. Introduction 

Nickel-based superalloys are corrosion-resistant alloys that are 
specially designed for high-temperature applications up to 
1100–1150◦C [1–3]. Due to their high levels of resistance to creep, 
sulfidation, and oxidation, these alloys have been widely used in the 
aerospace and energy industries since the 1950s. They usually contain 
up to 10 alloying elements, including light elements, such as carbon or 
boron, and heavy refractory elements such as Ta, W, Nb or Re [4–6]. 

Inconel 939 (IN939; also known as Nimocast 739), which is a high- 
chromium-content superalloy developed by Inco Europe Ltd., is 
commonly used in turbine blades and vanes [7–9]. This alloy has good 
weldability and adequate strength (γ’ former) at operating temperatures 
of up to 950◦C [10,11]. IN939 and similar superalloys, such as IN718, 
IN625 and René 220, form Cr2O3 scales through the preferential 
oxidation of Cr, which protects the metal against high temperature 
corrosion. The formed chromia layer is usually dense and slow-growing, 
obeying the parabolic rate law and exhibiting a long service lifetime at 
operating temperatures of up to 1000◦C. When in service, the Cr2O3 
layer is subjected to stresses, especially under cyclic conditions, which 
may result in the spallation of this layer. The spalled regions can be 

healed by re-formation of the Cr2O3 layer, if the alloy can supply suffi-
cient Cr to the surface of the alloy. 

For many applications, in particular for turbines, highly complex 
geometries, such as internal cooling ducts, are required [12]. In this 
context, conventional casting techniques have certain limitations, as the 
geometry of the final product is restricted by the shape of the mold in 
which the molten metal is cast into. Therefore, secondary techniques 
such as machining and welding are required, albeit they are 
time-consuming and increase the cost. For this reason, additive 
manufacturing techniques have great potential for the development of 
products that have highly complex geometries, as they enable increased 
freedom of design compared to conventional casting techniques. Addi-
tive manufacturing allows the production of 3D objects with uncon-
ventional or complex designs through layer-upon-layer deposition of 
material following a 3D computer design, also referred as 3D printing 
[13–15]. 

However, the microstructures of additively manufactured (AM) 
materials are significantly different from those of conventionally man-
ufactured (CM) materials. It is well-known that the heat flux during the 
process strongly influences the microstructures of the AM materials, 
resulting in defined highly anisotropic microstructural features [16–23]. 
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For example, the variation of material’s mechanical properties perpen-
dicular and parallel to building direction has been reported in several 
studies on AM materials, such as IN625 and IN718 [24–27]. For 
instance, in a study by Condruz et al. [28] the effect of three different 
scanning angles (90◦, 67◦, 45◦) coupled with four different building 
directions (Z, X, Y axis and 45◦ tilt on ZX plane) on the mechanical 
properties of AM IN625 were studied. In all different scanning strategies, 
samples grown on Z-axis exhibited the weakest mechanical properties. 
UTS for the Z-axis was approximately 800 MPa in all cases while other 
directions were in the range of 850–1000 MPa [28]. 

The mechanical properties of AM IN939 were investigated by several 
studies [29–35]. These studies have mainly focused on improving the 
mechanical and thermal properties of AM IN939 by optimizing the 
printing parameters and heat treatment procedures. Nevertheless, only a 
few studies have been published that have evaluated the effects of the 
AM microstructure on the high-temperature oxidation behaviors of 
Cr2O3-forming Ni-based alloys, mainly concentrating on IN718 and 
IN625 [36–42]. From these previous studies, on IN625 and IN718 it has 
been concluded that: 1) microstructural anisotropy has no effect on the 
oxidation properties; 2) the oxidation rates of AM materials are slightly 
higher than those of CM materials; and 3) severe intergranular oxidation 
exists in AM materials (IN625 and IN718). A recent study has shown that 
in IN625 severe intergranular oxidation is not due to the AM micro-
structure but rather occurs due to minor differences in chemical 
composition, as proven by careful heat treatments and thermomechan-
ical processing of as-built material [42,43]. 

However, the high temperature oxidation behavior of AM γ’ 
strengthened Ni-base superalloys is studied to a far lesser extent [44,45]. 

Kim et al. [44] studied the high temperature oxidation behavior of 
AM IN738LC in as-built and heat-treated (solution treatment + aging) 
condition. As-built samples were oxidized between 1073 and 1373 K 
while for comparison purposes, as-built and heat-treated AM IN738LC 
were exposed at 1273 and 1373 K. At 1273 K, mass gain vs time curves of 
as-built and heat-treated material are almost identical and showed no 
significant difference. However, at 1373 K heat-treated IN738LC showed 
better performance compared to as-built IN738LC. At 1373 K, as-built 
IN738LC only formed Cr2O3 as a protective scale while heat-treated 
IN738LC formed Cr2O3 on γ and fine γ’ regions but Al2O3 scales on 
primary γ’ regions which resulted in lower mass gains [44]. 

In another study, AM 14 Ni-base alloys (novel compositions and 
industrially available compositions) including IN939 are oxidized at 
1000 ◦C for 24 h in isothermal conditions [45]. On IN939, porous Cr2O3 
scales decorated with Cr2TiO5 and TiO2 precipitates on the gas oxide 
interface were observed. Despite being porous, Cr2O3 scales on AM 
IN939 were rather uniform in thickness. Additionally, an internal 
oxidation zone (IOZ) composed of NiAl2O4 and Al2O3 were found in the 
subscale region followed by TiN precipitates forming an internal nitri-
dation zone (INZ) towards the metal [45]. 

Although this study provides valuable initial information on the 
high-temperature oxidation of AM IN939, a more-detailed investigation 
is required to elucidate the oxidation behavior of AM IN939 by 
comparing AM and CM materials especially on service temperatures 
where IN939 alloy is commonly utilized. This comparison would also 
determine whether AM IN939 can replace CM IN939 in terms of high- 
temperature oxidation properties. 

This work compares AM IN939 and CM IN939 exposed under the 
same oxidizing conditions (900◦C, dry air) for a specific amount of time 
(168 h). A detailed study of the oxide scales of the AM and CM materials 
is carried out using mass gain measurements, x-ray diffraction (XRD), 
and microstructural investigations with scanning electron microscopy 
(SEM) and energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX), both before and 
after the exposure. 

2. Experimental 

IN939 alloys produced by AM (Laser-Powder Bed Fusion, L-PBF) and 

by CM using casting were provided by Siemens Industrial Turboma-
chinery AB (Finspång, Sweden). Hereinafter, the L-PBF-produced IN939 
will be referred to as AM IN939, while the standard material produced 
by casting will be referred to as CM IN939. The chemical compositions of 
the alloys are given in Table 1. For AM IN939, except for carbon (C), 
nitrogen (N) and oxygen (O) measurements, the analyses were carried 
out using inductively coupled plasma-mass spectrometry (ICP-MS). The 
chemical composition of CM was determined with spark optical emis-
sion spectrometry (Spark-OES). The concentration of C, N and O for both 
alloys were determined by combustion infrared absorption method. 

The CM IN939, used as a reference, was produced by the investment 
casting method and was provided as a rod with the diameter of 20 mm. 
The AM IN939 alloy was provided as metal cubes with 20 mm per side in 
as-printed conditions. The CM IN939 (grain size, 100–300 µm) rod and 
the AM IN939 cubes were then cut into thinner slices using electrical 
discharge machining (EDM). The AM material was cut along different 
directions: AM-Z (the cutting plane was normal to the building direc-
tion), as well as AM-X and AM-Y, which were perpendicular to each 
other and parallel to the building direction. The microstructures of AM-X 
and AM-Y were found to be similar, and are hereinafter referred to as 
AM-Y. After sectioning the samples, the largest surfaces were polished 
with a 1-µm diamond suspension as the final step, while the edges of the 
samples were ground with SiC emery paper up to 4000 grit. Samples for 
electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) analysis were further polished 
with a 0.25-µm diamond suspension and subsequently with colloidal 
silica (≈50 nm). After polishing, each specimen was rinsed initially with 
deionized water, and then placed in an ultrasonic bath with acetone and 
ethanol for 10 minutes each. To evaluate the microstructures of the 
samples before exposure, one sample of each material and cut section 
was electrochemically etched in 0.1 g⋅ml− 1 oxalic acid solution, to 
reveal the microstructure (etching parameter: 5 V for 10 seconds). Op-
tical microscopy images of etched AM IN939 were captured by Nikon 
Eclipse E100 optical microscope. Regarding the AM IN939 unexposed 
samples, EBSD was performed to determine the dominant orientation 
and shape/size of the grains for the AM-Z and AM-Y samples using a 
ZEISS Ultra 55 SEM equipped with the Nordlys EBSD detector. The mass 
gain after 168 h was measured using a Mettler Toledo XP6 microbalance 
with 0.1-µg resolution. 

As-printed AM IN939 samples were heat-treated in an evacuated 
sealed quartz tube with a volume of circa 10 ml. The samples were 
solution-treated for 1 week at 1160◦C, and subsequently subjected to an 
aging step of 24 hours at 800◦C. This procedure was chosen to mimic the 
two step heat-treatment commonly employed on IN939 vanes [46,47] 
The very thin layer of oxide formed under this condition was removed 
with sandpaper, grinding off at least 0.3 mm of material from each 
material surface. The same surface preparation procedure was followed 
as for the heat-treated material. 

The exposures were performed isothermally in tube furnaces at 
900◦C with a 1.1 cm/sec flow velocity for 168 h in filtered laboratory 
air. The exposures were carried out in dry air. To determine the exact 
temperature and detect the hottest spot in the furnace, an external S- 
type thermocouple was used to profile the temperature. The samples 
were placed in the hottest zone, where the temperature deviated by 
±3◦C within 5 cm. At least two exposures were made for each sample 
type, to ensure that the results were reproducible. 

A Siemens D5000 x-ray diffractometer (Cu Kα radiation) was 
employed to perform grazing incidence x-ray diffraction (GI-XRD) 
analysis on samples after exposure. A grazing incidence angle of 
0.5–2.0◦ was used, and a 2θ range of 20◦–80◦ was measured with a step 
size of 0.05◦. SEM analysis was performed using an FEI ESEM Quanta 
200 equipped with an Oxford X-MAX 80 EDX detector. Images were 
captured with secondary electron (SE) and backscattered electron (BSE) 
detectors. 

Cross-sections of the exposed samples were prepared by cutting the 
samples in half with a low-speed saw and subsequently milling them 
with the Leica TIC3X broad ion beam (BIB) instrument (3 mA, 8 kV, 5 h). 
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This preparation method avoids crack formation/spallation in the cross- 
section, which usually occurs during the classical metallographic 
method of sample preparation [48]. 

3. Results and Discussion 

Fig. 1 shows optical micrographs of the etched microstructures 
(Fig. 1, A and B) and the EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) maps (Fig. 1, C 
and D) of AM IN939 oriented parallel and perpendicular to the building 
direction. The etched images of the samples prepared parallel to the 
building direction (AM-Y) reveal melt pools with an average size of 
100–120 μm (Fig. 1A). IPF maps of the AM-Y sample further reveal that 
the material is composed of discontinuous elongated grains of approxi-
mately 60–80 µm in size (width of columns), while smaller columns of 
about 10 µm in width are also present. The IPF maps also show that these 
columns are mostly oriented in <001> direction, while some of them 
are also oriented in the <110> direction and, seldomly, in the <111>
direction. Interestingly, the melt pool lines do not interrupt the orien-
tations of the columnar grains. In the literature, this behavior is 
explained by epitaxial nucleation and the growth of newly formed grains 
on previously formed columnar or dendritic grains, thereby preserving 
the same orientation [49–51]. 

In Fig. 1B, the AM-Z IN939 exhibits a peculiar microstructure, with 
elongated grains in two directions that are perpendicular to each other, 
which has previously been described as the basket-weave microstructure 
[52]. According to the IPF map of AM-Z, the repeating units are 
approximately 60–80 µm long and 15–35 µm wide. They are separated 
by 10–15 µm-wide areas of small grains with apparently random 
orientation. Thus, the units can be considered as rectangles with a high 
aspect ratio (length:width ratio). The distance between the boundaries 
(length) most probably corresponds to the hatch distance. However, 
local disturbances of this pattern are found in IPF maps, as indicated by 

the black rectangle in Fig. 1D. Furthermore, the grains are mostly ori-
ented in the <001> direction, although some of them are also oriented 
in the <110> and <111> directions, as observed for AM-Y. This 
microstructure occurs as a result of the scanning strategy and processing 
parameters, since in each step, the direction of the laser track changes 
and forms repeating units perpendicular to the building direction and a 
columnar structure parallel to the building direction. Similar micro-
structures have also been identified in previous works [53]. 

SEM-BSE images of the unexposed CM IN939 and AM IN939 samples 
are shown in Fig. 2. They reveal some differences in the microstructures 
of these alloys. AM-Y in Fig. 1A shows melt pools separated by melt pool 
boundaries. In addition, the high-magnification image in the inset to 
Fig. 2, reveals a dendritic/cellular substructure with 1-μm in size as well 
as the presence of very small precipitates (bright particles of diameter 
<100 nm) distributed throughout the microstructure. As expected, γ’ 
precipitates were absent in the as-printed microstructure due to the 
rapid cooling during the solidification process [32,54,55]. Compared to 
dendrites or cell cores, interdendritic/intercellular regions appear 
brighter, indicating segregation of heavy metals into those regions, as 
observed in previous studies [56,57]. The bright precipitates resemble 
the MC carbides observed by Shaikh et al. [58] and Tang et al. [55]. 
Unfortunately, these bright particles are too small to be analyzed by 
classical SEM-EDX investigations; more-dedicated studies with TEM are 
needed. In the CM IN939 samples, large precipitates are visible, mainly 
composed of Ta, Nb and Ti according to the SEM-EDX mapping analysis 
(Fig. S1). Earlier works have shown that IN939 possesses relatively large 
blocky carbides, with dimensions of a few micrometers and with the 
formula (Ta, Nb, Ti, W)C and these carbides oxidize faster than the 
matrix [47]. Therefore, the precipitates observed in CM IN939 in Fig. 2 
most likely correspond to MC carbides, with M being predominantly Ti, 
Ta, and W, as reported previously [59,60]. MC carbides, as well as γ’ 
intermetallic precipitates are used to enhance creep resistance at high 

Table 1 
Alloy compositions for AM IN939 and CM IN939 (in wt%). N and O are given in PPM (mass).   

Cr Co W Nb Ti Al Ta Mo Zr Fe Si C N O Ni 

CM 22.9 19.9 1.8 0.9 3.4 2.0 1.11 0.03 0.07 <0.1 0.04 0.13 43 40 Bal. 
AM 22.1 18.6 2.0 1.0 3.6 2.0 1.59 0.03 0.03 0.3 <0.1 0.13 81 106 Bal.  

Fig. 1. Optical micrographs and EBSD IPF maps of unexposed IN939 AM-Y (A,C) and AM-Z (B,D).  
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temperatures [53]. 
Fig. 3 shows the mass gain values after 168 h of exposure under dry 

conditions for the different types of IN939 samples. It is clear that there 
is minimal variation in mass gain between AM-X, AM-Y and AM-Z, 
indicating that the anisotropic nature of the material has a negligible 
effect on the oxidation properties. A comparison of the AM IN939 and 
CM IN939 materials also shows no significant differences. Therefore, the 
present data confirm that from the oxidation point of view, this new 
production route is as effective as the CM method. The recorded mass 
gains of circa 0.8 mg⋅cm− 2 are in good agreement with the data reported 
in the literature. For example, Abedini et al. [61] obtained a value of 
around 1 mg⋅cm− 2 after approximately 1 week of exposure at 930◦C. Lee 
et al. [62] reported a mass gain value of 0.6 mg⋅cm− 2 after 75 hours at 
870◦C. Furthermore, the AM material exhibits some spallation of the 
oxide scale. However, the surface fraction of spalled regions is relatively 
small (<1%) and the effect of spallation on the mass gain is estimated to 
be <0.1 mg⋅cm2. This will be discussed further below. Nonetheless, 
longer exposures (>1000 h) are required to fully determine the oxida-
tion behavior of AM IN939 as an alternative material to conventionally 
produced IN939 for possible high temperature applications. 

Fig. 4 depicts the GI-XRD diffractogram of the samples exposed 
under dry conditions. Both the CM and AM samples are covered with 
Cr2O3 (Eskolaite: 01–074–6677), TiO2 (Rutile: 04–003–0648). Addi-
tionally, NiCr2O4 phase (Nichromite: 00–023–1271) was detected on 
AM IN939 while peaks belonging to this phase were missing on CM 
IN939. This behavior is possibly related to the incorporation of Ti into 
the oxide scale. More will be discussed about this subject in the up-
coming sections. Furthermore, no peaks for MC carbides were detected, 
possibly because, the volume fraction of this phase is below the detec-
tion limit of XRD [47]. 

Fig. 5 shows the plan-view SEM images (Secondary Electron, SE) of 
the AM, AM-Y, and AM-Z AM IN939 samples and the CM IN939 samples 
after 168 h of oxidation at 900◦C in dry air. Fig. 6 shows the corre-
sponding EDX maps of the same samples. Additional high magnification 
SEM-EDX mapping analysis are given in Fig. S2. As shown in Fig. 6 and 
Fig. S2, the surface is covered mostly with O, Cr, Ni and Ti and this 
pattern matches well with the phase identification made by XRD, which 
confirms the presence of Cr2O3, NiCr2O4 and TiO2. Most of the surfaces 
of the samples are covered with a uniform layer of Cr2O3, although 
minor differences in surface morphology are apparent. On the AM IN939 
samples, ridges are randomly distributed on the surface (insets in Fig. 5, 
A and B), and this indicates thicker oxide formation in localized regions. 
These ridges likely form above the metal grain boundaries. Furthermore, 
according to the SEM-EDX maps (Fig. 6, A and B), these ridges are 
decorated with TiO2 precipitates. However, ridges are not observed on 
the CM IN939 samples. This is attributed to the fact that there are very 
few grain boundaries in CM IN939 due to its very large grain size. The 
EDX mapping of the AM-Y samples reveals some non-homogeneously 
dispersed areas that are rich in Ni and Cr, which most probably 

Fig. 2. SEM-BSE images of unexposed AM-Y IN939 and CM IN939. Red circles in the high magnification inset in AM-Y indicates MC carbides.  

Fig. 3. Mass gain plots for AM-Y, AM-Z, and CM IN939 alloys after 1 week of 
exposure at 900◦C in dry air. 

Fig. 4. XRD diffractograms of AM-Y IN939 (in red) and CM IN939 (in black) 
after 1 week of exposure at 900◦C. 
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correspond to Ni-Cr spinel, as reported in previous studies which form 
during the transient oxidation stage [62]. On CM IN939, Ni enriched 
regions were also observed but they were rather limited compared to AM 
IN939 shown by the XRD analysis. 

Another notable difference between the AM IN939 and CM IN939 is 
the presence of isolated large particles on the surface, with an approx-
imate size of 20–100 μm on CM IN939 (Fig. 5C). These particles are rich 
in Ti, W, Ta, or Nb and are probably the protruding part of oxidized 
coarse MC carbides that are not present in the AM IN939 materials. This 
mechanism has been described previously by Litz et al. [63] and will be 
commented upon below. 

Fig. 7 shows the cross-sections (SEM-SE) of the AM-Y, AM-Z, and CM 
IN939 samples after the exposure. Fig. 8 depicts the SEM-EDX maps for 
the same set of samples. According to the cross-sectional images, an 
externally grown Cr2O3 layer with an average thickness of 3 µm is pre-
sent on all the samples. The layer is continuous and homogeneous, and 
no obvious differences on the externally grown scale between the sam-
ples is observed in terms of phase constituents and scale thickness due to 
microstructural anisotropy. This means that the microstructural 
anisotropy of the AM material is not affecting the oxidation behavior 
under these conditions. The obvious difference in the oxide scales is the 
scale detachment and excessive buckling observed for AM IN939. It 
should be mentioned that spallation exists in both AM IN939 samples, 
according to the plan-view SEM investigations (Fig. S3). The reason for 
having an adherent cross-section in the AM-Y sample is related to the 
low probability of finding almost-detached and spalled regions using 
cross-sectional investigations. On the contrary, the CM IN939 is well- 
adhered, and no buckling of oxide scales is observed. However, pores 
are formed between the metal and the oxide layer. An internal oxidation 
zone (IOZ) is present in all the specimens. This IOZ is mostly composed 
of Al2O3, as confirmed by the Al and O maps (Fig. 8). The depth of the 
IOZ (from Fig. 7 and Fig. 8) reaches 7–8 µm in the AM-Y materials, 
3–4 µm in the AM-Z, and 5–6 µm in the CM IN939, which reveals that 
the inward oxygen diffusion is affected by the anisotropy and the grain 
size. The size of the precipitates within the IOZ (presumed to be Al2O3) 
are coarser in the AM samples than in the CM samples. 

Further into the substrate, mainly at the grain boundaries, at up to 
20–30 μm inside the material, an internal nitridation zone (INZ) is 
present both in AM IN939 and CM IN939 which is in agreement with the 
findings of Litz et al. [64]. However, based on the SEM-EDS findings, in 
AM IN939 both Al and Ti formed nitrides while only Ti is being nitrided 
in CM IN939. This is most probably related with the alloy microstructure 
and will be discussed more at the end of this section. In the IOZ and INZ, 
coarse aluminum-rich particles can be observed (oxides on top and ni-
trides deeper in the alloy). According to a study conducted by Krupp 
et al. [65], this might be related to the detachment of the Cr2O3 scale, 
which seems to promote N diffusion towards the substrate and result in 
the nitridation of Al. Litz et al. [63] have proposed a similar mechanism 
for the nitridation of Ti on IN939. However, the formation of such cracks 
is not needed for the nitridation of Al and Ti, since Cr2O3 scales have 

been shown to be permeable to N [66–68]. In the INZ of the AM mate-
rials, TiN accumulates at the grain boundaries and in the form of small 
precipitates in the grains themselves, while bulky AlN particles are 
found at a depth of around 10 μm from the surface. In general, the depth 
of the INZ is less (14 ± 3 μm) in the CM material than in the AM material 
(≈20 µm), as can be seen clearly in Fig. 7. Thus, the smaller grain size 
and cellular/dendritic substructure of the AM material might explain the 
greater depth of the INZ, promoting N diffusion. The depth of the INZ 
does not differ significantly between the AM samples, proving that the 
cutting direction does not influence the permeation of N inside the 
material. Furthermore, the INZ depth is constant for the AM samples, 
while in the CM samples, the depth of the INZ varies locally and is 
somewhat deeper close to the metal grain boundaries, creating a wavy 
interface (Fig. 7C), which is also related to grain size. Regarding the 
formation of different nitrides in AM IN939 (AlN, TiN) and CM IN939 
(only TiN), TiN is thermodynamically more stable compared to AlN 
[69]. Thus thermodynamically, TiN is the expected nitride phase to form 
by internal nitridation. However, as discussed earlier, due to fine den-
dritic/cellular structure of the as-printed AM IN939 alloy, nitrogen flux 
is expected to be higher in AM IN939 compared to CM IN939. This is 
reflected in the depth as well as in the morphology (mimicking the 
cellular structure of alloy) of internal nitridation zone in Fig. 7. Due to 
enhanced nitrogen flux in the as-built AM IN939, AlN precipitates 
formed despite their low stability as an additional nitride phase. On CM 
IN939, AlN phase is missing since the nitrogen flux is relatively low in 
that material owing to its large grain size. Moreover, Litz et al. [63,64] 
also only observed TiN in the INZ who also studied a coarse-grained 
IN939 produced by casting. Additionally, in the upcoming sections it 
will be shown that, annealed AM IN939 also only exhibits TiN as the sole 
nitride compound in the INZ. In addition to the differences in INZ, the 
AM microstructure was also found to affect the phases formed in the 
oxide scales; previously it was shown that in AM IN939 peaks belonging 
to NiCr2O4 phase were found in the XRD diffractogram while this phase 
was missing on CM IN939. Instead, TiO2 peaks were more distinct in CM 
IN939. Since Ti was mainly bound as TiN in AM IN939 (deeper INZ) less 
incorporation of Ti was found in the oxide of AM IN939. On the con-
trary, both shallow INZ and the porous oxide scale of CM IN939 shows 
that Ti incorporated more in the oxide scale formed on CM IN939 
(Fig. 7). 

In CM IN939 after the exposure, coarse precipitates (5–30 µm, bright 
precipitates) are observed in the alloy matrix (Fig. 9). According to the 
SEM-EDX maps (Fig. 9) the precipitates are rich in Ti, Ta, and Nb and are 
identified as the aforementioned MC carbides [60,63]. In contrast, in the 
AM material, these features are not found. Instead, some Cr-rich parti-
cles are present (Fig. 9A) deep within the substrate (>25 µm from the 
surface). It is speculated that these are M23C6 carbides, where M is 
usually Cr. Other investigators have previously noticed that at temper-
atures <930◦C, the MC carbides tend to disappear with the formation of 
this new type of carbide, mostly localized in the grain boundaries [46]. 
The formation of carbides in the grain boundaries might decrease the 

Fig. 5. Plan-view SEM-SE images of AM-Y (A), AM-Z (B), and CM (C) IN939 after 1 week of exposure at 900◦C. Each inset is a higher magnification of the 
same surface. 
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mechanical properties of the alloy during service at high temperatures, 
so it should be avoided [61,70,71]. In the CM IN939 material, the coarse 
carbides cause cracking of the oxide scale, which manifest themselves as 
particles on the surface (see Fig. 6C). This is due to the volume expansion 
of the carbide that occurs upon oxidation, as discussed by Litz et al. [63]. 
In the AM material, no outward-growing particles are found on the 
surface, due to the absence of large MC carbides. 

The cross-sectional images (Fig. 8) show tantalum (Ta) enrichment in 
the AM IN939 material below the Cr2O3 scale; this phenomenon is 
slightly more distinct in the AM sample than in the CM sample. AM 
IN939 contains more Ta (1.59 wt%) compared to CM IN939 (1.1 wt%). 
Yet, this is a rather minor difference in composition. However, since Ta 

is mainly located in MC carbides, the difference in Ta segregation is 
probably related with the size of the carbides. The carbide size in CM 
IN939 is very large (on the order of 20 µm) while in the as-built AM 
IN939, they are much smaller and on the order of ≈100 nm (Fig. 2). 
Hence, the size difference of carbides in the two materials leads to a 
surface area difference which probably results in higher dissolution rates 
in the latter (AM IN939). A similar result is found in [72]. According to 
that study, coarse chromium carbides (Cr23C6) found in as-cast austen-
itic Fe-Cr-C alloy were not able to supply enough Cr to the surface while 
relatively fine carbides found in the hot-forged Fe-Cr-C alloy provided 
the necessary Cr supply to form and maintain Cr2O3 scale during the 
oxidation [72]. 

Fig. 6. Plan-view SEM-SE images and related EDX maps of AM-Y (A), AM-Z (B), and CM (C) IN939 after 1 week of exposure at 900◦C in laboratory air.  
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The segregation of Ta below the Cr2O3 scale corresponds to the 
formation of Ta-rich oxides such as TaO2 and Ta2O5, which are more 
stable than Cr2O3 [73,74]. Furthermore, these oxides can react with 
Cr2O3 or TiO2 to form CrTaO4 and TiTaO4, respectively, depending on 
the Cr, Ta and Ti concentrations of the alloys [74]. Litz et al. [64] 
oxidized IN939 at 1100◦C for up to 100 h and identified the Ta-enriched 
layer as (Ta,Ti,Nb)O2. Since the studied alloys are identical (IN939), it 
seems likely that the Ta-enriched region corresponds to (Ta,Ti,Nb)O2. 
The effect of the Ta concentration on the high-temperature oxidation 
behaviors of Cr2O3-forming Ni-based alloys have been investigated in 
several studies [73–80]. According to those studies, the effect of Ta can 
be both detrimental and beneficial to the high temperature oxidation 
resistance of these alloys, depending on the concentrations and the 
synergistic effects of other elements, such as Al and Ti [73,74]. For 
example, when up to 2 wt% Ta was added to the IN617 alloy the 
oxidation rates at 900◦C and 1000◦C were reduced approximately 
1.5-fold due to the formation of a TaO2 sublayer underneath the Cr2O3 
scale [80]. Gao et al. [80] have claimed this sublayer slows down both 
the inward diffusion of O and the outward diffusion of Ti. Yet, 1.5 wt% 
Ta addition has been shown to be detrimental to the oxidation behaviors 
of ternary Ni-based model alloys (Ni-20Cr-xTa) due to the formation of 
CrTaO4 and TaOx, promoting crack and pore formation in the Cr2O3/-
TaOx at the metal/oxide interface [73]. Furthermore, Berthod et al. 
[75–79] have shown that the incorporation of 5–6 wt% Ta into Ni-20Cr 
alloys is detrimental to oxide adherence due to the formation of the 
CrTaO4 phase. Whether Ta has a positive or a negative influence on scale 
adhesion in the present study will be discussed in the upcoming sections. 

Another aspect of the AM and CM materials that possibly affects the 
oxide scale morphology and adhesion are differences in microstructure. 
As noted above, CM IN939 has coarse grains of up to 500 μm, while AM 
IN939 in the as-build state possesses rectangular repeating units that are 
40–60 μm long and 10–15 μm wide. Furthermore, AM IN939 exhibits a 
fine dendritic/cellular substructure (Fig. 1, Fig. 2). On fine-grained 
Cr2O3-forming alloys, ridges are commonly found on top of the metal 
grain boundaries, while flat interfaces are observed on the scales that 

grow on top of the grains [81–83]. Since the ridges are usually thicker 
than the adjacent oxide formed on top of the grains, it is likely that they 
will induce stresses during the growth of the oxide scales (lateral 
growth), which will contribute to the spallation, as shown in the study of 
Athreya et al. [81]. 

To investigate further the effect of microstructure on the high- 
temperature oxidation properties, an annealing experiment was per-
formed on AM IN939. AM IN939 was annealed at 1160◦C for 1 week, 
followed by an ageing step of 24 hours at 800◦C. Thereafter, the 
annealed samples were exposed under the same conditions (900◦C for 
168 h). Fig. 10 depicts a wider cross-sectional SEM image of the oxide 
scale formed after 168 h at 900◦C, and Fig. 11 shows the SEM/EDX 
analysis of the annealed AM IN939 after exposure of the samples at 
900◦C for 168 h in dry air. Plan-view image of annealed and oxidized 
AM IN939 is given in Fig. S4. An additional High magnification cross- 
sectional SEM-BSE image is also given in Fig. S5. Previously, it has 
been shown that oxide scale-metal adhesion is poor in the as-printed 
material, as evidenced by the loss of contact between the oxide scale 
and metal (Fig. 7E), while in CM IN939 alloy, no scale detachment is 
observed (Fig. 7F). According to Fig. 10, annealed AM IN939 shows an 
intermediate behavior, with better adherence of the scale to the metal 
substrate and with no scale buckling (Fig. S4). This shows that an 
improvement of oxide adherence by heat treatment is achievable and 
that this is most probably related to the microstructure of the alloy. The 
larger grain size (≈50 μm) after the annealing process eliminated the 
wrinkling/buckling of the Cr2O3 scale due to the decreased surface area 
of the grain boundaries. Yet, a local variation of oxidation behavior is 
evident in the cross-sectional analysis, in that some parts of the sample 
exhibit poor adhesion, similar to AM IN939 (marked as І in Fig. 10), 
while other parts have a microstructure that more closely resembles CM 
IN939 (marked as ІІ in Fig. 10). The better-adhered portions of the scale 
are more-porous and contain Ti-oxide particles at the gas-oxide interface 
(see the EDX maps in Fig. 11 and Fig. S6). Furthermore, there is a ten-
dency towards less-deep nitridation of Ti in the well-adhered sections. It 
seems that Ti is either tied up as nitride (regions with poor adhesion) or 

Fig. 7. SEM-SE cross-sectional images and their corresponding magnified images (insets) of: AM-Y (A, D), AM-Z (B, E), and CM (C, F) IN939 after 1 week of exposure 
at 900◦C in laboratory air. 
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incorporated into the oxide scale (well-adhered regions). Incorporation 
of Ti has been shown to modify the oxide structure, resulting in a porous 
thicker scale and TiO2 formation at the gas/oxide scale interface [81, 
82]. On the annealed AM IN939 sample, the INZ (compared to the 
as-printed sample) is shallow (12 μm ± 4 μm) and resembles more the 
CM IN939 sample. This behavior is related to the coarsening of the 
grains and the disappearance of the fine dendritic/cellular structure, 
which obviously decelerates the inwards diffusion of N. Replacement of 
the fine dendritic/cellular structure with coarse grains also affected the 
formation of phases in the INZ due to decelerated N diffusion. In 
as-printed AM IN939, both AlN and TiN are found in the INZ while only 
TiN was found on CM IN939 (Fig. 8). Annealed AM IN939 with its 

coarse-grained structure also only exhibits TiN in the INZ (Fig. 11). This 
finding supports the previously discussed effect of the AM microstruc-
ture that it not only affects the depth of INZ, but also the formed phases 
within the INZ. 

Another effect that annealing has on the microstructure of AM is 
reflected in the size of the carbides. In the as-printed condition, the small 
bright particles (<100 nm) are interpreted as MC carbides (Fig. 2A) and 
no coarse carbides are found even after the exposures (Fig. 7E). How-
ever, in the annealed AM IN939, coarse carbides are clearly visible in 
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 as homogenously distributed bright precipitates in 
the matrix (≈1 µm). Despite exhibiting coarse MC precipitates in the 
microstructure, Ta enrichment, as an almost continuous layer, is 

Fig. 8. SEM-SE cross-sectional images and related EDX maps for AM-Y (A), AM-Z (B), and CM (C) IN939 after 1 week of exposure at 900◦C in laboratory air.  
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detected in the annealed sample below the Cr2O3 scale (Fig. 11). Yet, Ta 
enrichment does not seem to have any adverse effect on the adherence of 
Cr2O3 layer, since in the well-adhered regions, slightly more Ta 
enrichment is detected by SEM-EDX analysis (Fig. 11). In fact, in the Ta- 
rich regions, Al2O3 precipitates are found slightly deeper in the metal, 
while they are located directly at the metal-oxide interface in the regions 
that have less Ta. It is speculated that the presence of Al2O3 at the metal/ 
oxide interface affects the scale adhesion and results in the loss of con-
tact during the cooling stage, for example, due to thermal expansion 
coefficient difference, while the formation of Al2O3 precipitates slightly 
deeper in the metal does not induce this effect. Therefore, the AM 
microstructure at least in the as-printed state is found to highly affect the 
internal nitridation (depth and formed phases within), incorporation of 
elements (Ti) in the oxidation process and oxide adhesion. Performed 
annealing at 1160 ◦C for 1 week mostly eliminated the problems that is 
encountered on as-built state. 

4. Conclusion 

This study highlights how AM-produced IN939 exhibits corrosion 
rates at 900◦C that are similar to those for conventionally manufactured 
(CM) IN939, irrespective of the orientation of the oxidized surface with 
respect to the building direction. Both materials formed Cr2O3 as a 
protective oxide scale, yet some differences in oxide scale morphology 
and composition are observed. More Ti is incorporated in the scale of CM 
IN939. Additionally, the AM IN939 shows some signs of oxide spall-
ation, which are not observed in the CM IN939. 

Both materials exhibit an internal oxidation zone (IOZ) and internal 
nitridation zone (INZ). The IOZ of AM IN939 and CM IN939 are both 
composed of Al2O3. Some Ta enrichment as TaOx was also observed 
below the Cr2O3 scale. The INZ of as-built AM IN939 consists of AlN and 
TiN while only TiN is found in the INZ of CM IN939. In AM IN939 the 
INZ has a rather constant depth and penetrates deeper into the metal 
compared to CM IN939 where the INZ is more localized at the grain 

Fig. 9. SEM-BSE cross-sectional images (carbide) and related EDX maps for AM-Y (A) and CM (B) IN939 after 1 week of exposure at 900◦C in laboratory air.  

Fig. 10. SEM-BSE cross-sectional image of annealed and oxidized AM IN939 after 1 week of exposure at 900◦C in laboratory air. І represents poorly adhered regions 
with deeper INZ while ІІ represents regions with better adhesion and shallow INZ. 
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boundaries. 
It is proposed that, these differences both in oxidation and internal 

nitridation are related to the smaller grain size with a fine dendritic/ 
cellular structure of as-built AM IN939. It is suggested that, the finer 
structure in AM IN939 results in more pronounced wrinkling/buckling 
of the oxide scales. Furthermore, finer structure most probably enhances 
the inwards nitrogen flux and promotes the formation of AlN along with 
TiN. 

An additional heat treatment improves the oxide scale adhesion of 
the AM material, attributed the to coarsening of the grains, which 
eliminates wrinkling of the oxide scales and results in a shallow INZ. 
Furthermore, the coarsened AM material exhibited a similar INZ as CM 
IN939. 

In addition, on the annealed and oxidized AM IN939 material, there 
is a local variation of the oxidation properties in terms of scale adhesion, 
oxide scale thickness, and pore concentration. The thickness and pore 
concentration of oxide scales seems to correlate with the incorporation 
of Ti into the scale. The thickness of the INZ on annealed and oxidized 
AM IN939 also changes locally; regions with deeper INZ have less Ti 
incorporation into Cr2O3 scale while more Ti incorporation is observed 
on regions with shallow INZ. 

Moreover, in the regions with more pronounced Ta enrichment, 
Al2O3 forms not exactly at the metal-oxide interface but deeper within 
the metal. It is speculated that the presence of Al2O3 at the metal/oxide 
interface might have a negative influence on oxide adhesion. 
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